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Abstract 

In today’s business environment, the trend towards more product variety and customization is unbroken. Due to this development, the need of 
agile and reconfigurable production systems emerged to cope with various products and product families. To design and optimize production
systems as well as to choose the optimal product matches, product analysis methods are needed. Indeed, most of the known methods aim to 
analyze a product or one product family on the physical level. Different product families, however, may differ largely in terms of the number and 
nature of components. This fact impedes an efficient comparison and choice of appropriate product family combinations for the production
system. A new methodology is proposed to analyze existing products in view of their functional and physical architecture. The aim is to cluster
these products in new assembly oriented product families for the optimization of existing assembly lines and the creation of future reconfigurable 
assembly systems. Based on Datum Flow Chain, the physical structure of the products is analyzed. Functional subassemblies are identified, and 
a functional analysis is performed. Moreover, a hybrid functional and physical architecture graph (HyFPAG) is the output which depicts the 
similarity between product families by providing design support to both, production system planners and product designers. An illustrative
example of a nail-clipper is used to explain the proposed methodology. An industrial case study on two product families of steering columns of 
thyssenkrupp Presta France is then carried out to give a first industrial evaluation of the proposed approach. 
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 

Due to the fast development in the domain of 
communication and an ongoing trend of digitization and
digitalization, manufacturing enterprises are facing important
challenges in today’s market environments: a continuing
tendency towards reduction of product development times and
shortened product lifecycles. In addition, there is an increasing
demand of customization, being at the same time in a global 
competition with competitors all over the world. This trend, 
which is inducing the development from macro to micro 
markets, results in diminished lot sizes due to augmenting
product varieties (high-volume to low-volume production) [1]. 
To cope with this augmenting variety as well as to be able to
identify possible optimization potentials in the existing
production system, it is important to have a precise knowledge

of the product range and characteristics manufactured and/or 
assembled in this system. In this context, the main challenge in
modelling and analysis is now not only to cope with single 
products, a limited product range or existing product families,
but also to be able to analyze and to compare products to define
new product families. It can be observed that classical existing
product families are regrouped in function of clients or features.
However, assembly oriented product families are hardly to find. 

On the product family level, products differ mainly in two
main characteristics: (i) the number of components and (ii) the
type of components (e.g. mechanical, electrical, electronical). 

Classical methodologies considering mainly single products 
or solitary, already existing product families analyze the
product structure on a physical level (components level) which 
causes difficulties regarding an efficient definition and
comparison of different product families. Addressing this 
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Abstract 

The current trend in the context of Industry 4.0 towards small batch sizes and increasing product variety results in ever-changing requirements 
for both, the products and the production. This requires highly versatile, fully and easily adaptable, and efficient manufacturing environments 
that can meet these demands, ideally already on the level of the machine tool. Because of its versatility, the laser is a promising tool for such a 
machine tool, but there is still a considerable need for research in the field of system technology. 
We consider the requirements for a versatile, laser-based machine tool for highly adaptable manufacturing, that utilizes the combination of laser-
based manufacturing processes on one machine. The focus of the considerations lies on remote processes and the processing of metals. Five key 
research topics for the development of such a universal laser manufacturing node are identified: highly dynamic and precise kinematics (1); ‘on-
the-fly’ reconfigurable, distributed control architectures (2); adaptable process diagnostics for online quality monitoring (3); technological 
interactions in laser-based process chains (4); and models for a fast estimation of the process parameters for each production step (5). The 
relevance and current needs for research for each topic are discussed and corresponding solution concepts are proposed. 
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1. Introduction 

There is an ongoing trend towards increasing product variety 
and correspondingly decreasing batch sizes, while 
simultaneously aiming for a low price and short time-to-market. 
This can be observed in numerous manufacturing paradigms 
that evolved in the last decades, as e.g. mass personalization [1], 
Industry 4.0 [2], or more recently software-defined 
manufacturing (SDM) [3]. 

Consistently following this trend towards increasing product 
variety would lead to a scenario where every part to be 
manufactured is different (i.e. batch-size one). This would 
result in a case of ever-changing requirements for both, the 

products and the production, requiring manufacturing 
environments which are highly versatile, fully and easily 
adaptable, and efficient at the same time.  

However, the versatility, adaptability, and efficiency must 
not only be fulfilled on the level of the manufacturing system, 
but rather directly on the level of the machine tool. Such a 
machine tool is for example considered one of the key enablers 
for SDM [4] and referred to as a ‘universal manufacturing node’ 
in [4]. 

In this context, high versatility means that a large set of 
different manufacturing processes must be accessible on one 
machine. The demand for easy adaptation means that the effort 
for the adaptation of the soft- and hardware must be minimized. 
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1. Introduction 

There is an ongoing trend towards increasing product variety 
and correspondingly decreasing batch sizes, while 
simultaneously aiming for a low price and short time-to-market. 
This can be observed in numerous manufacturing paradigms 
that evolved in the last decades, as e.g. mass personalization [1], 
Industry 4.0 [2], or more recently software-defined 
manufacturing (SDM) [3]. 

Consistently following this trend towards increasing product 
variety would lead to a scenario where every part to be 
manufactured is different (i.e. batch-size one). This would 
result in a case of ever-changing requirements for both, the 

products and the production, requiring manufacturing 
environments which are highly versatile, fully and easily 
adaptable, and efficient at the same time.  

However, the versatility, adaptability, and efficiency must 
not only be fulfilled on the level of the manufacturing system, 
but rather directly on the level of the machine tool. Such a 
machine tool is for example considered one of the key enablers 
for SDM [4] and referred to as a ‘universal manufacturing node’ 
in [4]. 

In this context, high versatility means that a large set of 
different manufacturing processes must be accessible on one 
machine. The demand for easy adaptation means that the effort 
for the adaptation of the soft- and hardware must be minimized. 
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This applies in particular to the hardware, since one major 
obstacle for the integration of a large set of different 
manufacturing processes on one machine has been identified to 
be the significant effort for the change of the involved hardware 
[5]. 

A very promising approach to overcome this obstacle is the 
combination of laser-based manufacturing processes, since the 
laser itself is already a versatile tool [5]. In principle, it is 
possible to cover all six main manufacturing groups of the 
German standard DIN 8580 using the laser as a common tool 
and only changing a few processing parameters [5]. This 
provides the opportunity to develop such a ‘universal 
manufacturing node’. However, there is still a significant need 
for research in the field of system technology to actually realize 
this vision [5]. 

 Therefore, we consider the requirements for such a 
versatile, laser-based machine tool for highly adaptable 
manufacturing, that utilizes the combination of laser-based 
manufacturing processes on one machine. It is assumed that the 
versatility of the laser can be exploited best when using remote 
processes, minimizing the need for additional hardware, such 
as auxiliary equipment for the supply of process gases or filler 
material. Therefore, the considerations focused mainly on 
remote (or remote-capable) processes. Furthermore, the 
considerations presented in this paper were made for the 
processing of metals, as a first step towards a universal laser 
manufacturing node. Under these boundary conditions, we 
identified five key research topics for the development towards 
such a universal laser manufacturing node: 

• Kinematics: highly dynamic and precise kinematics are 
required to realize the different laser-based manufacturing 
processes on one machine and to utilize their full potential. 

• Control architecture: an ‘on-the-fly’ reconfiguration of 
real-time applications and real-time networks is required to 
ensure a seamless switching between the different laser-
based manufacturing processes. 

• Adaptable process diagnostics: reliable online quality 
monitoring for different laser-based manufacturing 
processes and changing boundary conditions requires 
adaptable process diagnostics. 

• Laser-based process chains: knowledge about the 
technological interactions in laser-based process chains is 
required to derive optimized production sequences. 

• Parameter prediction models: models for the prediction of 
process parameters for the different laser-based 
manufacturing processes are required, minimizing time, 
material consumption, and experimental effort. 

In the remainder of the paper, the relevance and current need 
for research for each topic are discussed and corresponding 
solution concepts are proposed. 

2. Kinematics 

The kinematics is a key element for the realization of 
manufacturing processes that require a relative movement 
between the tool and the workpiece. In the context of the 
universal laser manufacturing node where the laser is used as a 

tool, the main tasks of the kinematics are the movement and 
positioning of the laser beam and the adjustment of the laser 
beam diameter. 

To ensure the versatility of the universal laser manufacturing 
node, the kinematics must offer the possibility to cover a large 
set of different manufacturing processes. For laser-based 
processes, this means that a large range of process parameters 
must be covered, ideally with no or only minimal adaptation of 
the involved hardware. An extensive literature review was 
performed to determine typical ranges for the process 
parameters for different laser processes. Specifically, the 
desired processing speeds range from 0.02 m/min up to an order 
of magnitude of 60 000 m/min, especially for processing with 
ultra-short laser pulses [6]. The laser beam diameter on the 
work piece should be adjustable in the range from about 10 µm 
to 12 mm. For the accuracy, a value in the single digit µm range 
has to be achieved at the tool center point. Further requirements 
are three-dimensional (3D) processing of components within a 
processing volume in the order of one or up to several m³. 

Current systems are limited in at least one of the following 
characteristics: the ability to 3D-machine large-volume 
components and to enable high dynamics while moving the 
laser beam. Systems for 3D processing of large-volume parts 
often originate from machine tools developed for mechanical 
machining processes. In these processes, high forces often act 
on the kinematics. Therefore, such kinematics systems are 
heavily mass loaded, which means the dynamics are limited. 
Systems with higher dynamics are restricted in the 
dimensionality or the working area. These are, for example, 
polygon scanners [7], which are used for particularly fast, but 
only one-dimensional processes. For two-dimensional dynamic 
processing of components, galvanometer scanners [8], 
piezoelectric galvanometer scanners [9] or electro-optical and 
acousto-optical scanners [10] are often used. However, these 
have a much smaller working area than the one aimed at with 
the universal laser manufacturing node. In addition, highly 
specialized kinematics are available, e.g. for the application of 
protective coatings [11] or for additive manufacturing [12] 
using extreme high-speed laser material deposition (EHLA).  

Currently, no kinematics system is able to cover all 
requirements. Therefore, a novel design of the kinematics for 
laser-based manufacturing is required. This requires a holistic 
approach, including a systematic consideration of the 
fundamental principles and components for beam guidance, 
deflection, and focusing, as well as their integration into an 
overall kinematics concept. Especially, the moving mass must 
be minimized to achieve the high processing speeds aimed for. 
Focusing on remote processes, only the laser beam needs to be 
moved, and since the laser beam itself is massless, this should 
in principle be possible. The new design might include the 
following considerations. In case moving parts are still 
required, two of the promising actuators are electromagnetic or 
piezoelectric drives. These can, for example, drive a reflective 
element both rotationally and translatory. Angular ratios can be 
exploited advantageously for a high process velocity. This 
involves long propagation distances, which is why it is 
advisable to deflect the collimated laser beam. Also, changing 
the refractive properties of a deflecting element actively, for 
example via temperature or pressure, leads to the possibility of 
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moving the laser beam at high velocities. An appropriate 
arrangement of the deflecting elements could ensure that 3D 
components can be produced. To ensure a dynamic adjustment 
of the laser beam diameter, one of the elements must allow for 
a change in its focusing properties, e.g. a deformable mirror. 

3. Control 

The control architecture is responsible for acquiring all 
sensor data and control all actuators of the universal 
manufacturing node in time. To achieve a consistently high 
process quality, a real-time control system is required. It must 
support switching between multiple laser-based processes on 
the fly, which includes exchanging real-time applications and 
reconfiguring the real-time network. To allow a continuous 
production, for example when switching from a continuous 
wave (CW) to an ultra-short pulse (USP) laser process, no 
restart of the manufacturing node must be required. Since 
different modules of the manufacturing node are active 
depending on the process currently being executed, a 
distributed control system patterned after a Cyber Physical 
Production Systems (CPPS) [13] architecture should be used 
instead of a single control system. Thereby, at each point in 
time, a specific set of control applications is running, which 
exchange different data with other control applications, sensors, 
and actuators using the real-time communication network. For 
this purpose, the real-time network also needs to be 
reconfigured, as e.g. for one specific process additional sensors 
might be evaluated, whereas for another manufacturing process 
additional axes might be controlled. 

However, the possibilities for the reconfiguration of the 
universal laser manufacturing node are limited by the existing 
field bus networks. Some current field bus networks (e.g. 
Sercos III [14]) require to preallocate resources in the real-time 
network for all possible data that will be required by some 
manufacturing process. This is not desirable, as it might exceed 
the network capabilities and so the control applications would 
need to limit the exchanged data and cannot achieve the best 
possible result, as the real-time network is occupied by data, 
which is not required at that moment. Other field bus networks 
(e.g. Profinet IRT [15]) require a restart when additional data 
should be exchanged using a cyclic real-time communication. 

To achieve a seamless reconfiguration of the real-time 
communication, the operations described in [16] should be 
implemented, which allow the reconfiguration of real-time 
networks without restarting the manufacturing node. These 
concepts utilize tolerances of real-time applications against a 
certain amount of jitter of the real-time communication to make 
multiple tiny adjustments to the real-time communication while 
maintaining the functionality of all control applications. 

For each laser-based process of the universal laser 
manufacturing node, an individual set of control applications is 
required. For an uninterrupted switch of the laser-based 
processes, a reconfiguration of the real-time network without 
interrupting the communication is necessary to allow each 
laser-based process the exchange of data in the real-time 
network without the influence of past or future other laser-based 
processes of the manufacturing node. This shall be realized by 
combining the concept of a distributed CPPS control 

architecture with the previously described concept for the 
reconfiguration of the real-time network. 

4. Adaptable process diagnostics for online quality 
monitoring 

In today’s manufacturing environment, quality, efficiency, 
and sustainability are more important than ever [17]. This 
requires a reliable quality monitoring system to detect defects 
as soon as possible, which ideally requires online monitoring 
[18]. A monitoring system for the universal laser manufacturing 
node is even more demanding, as various processes with 
different requirements for the quality monitoring have to be 
monitored. Therefore, the following aspects were considered 
particularly important for a reliable quality monitoring system: 

• Adaptable to different laser processes and parts. 
• Directly applicable from batch-size one onwards.  
• Quality information must be gathered online.  
• A lean setup that contains a small number of different 

sensors. 

There has been a lot of research on the diagnostics of 
individual laser processes, see e.g. [19], which leads to the 
conclusion that non-invasive optical monitoring technologies 
are the ideal tool for in-process quality assurance [20]. The 
commonly used approach for the detection of defects is to 
correlate the measured data with the process parameters and the 
defects. This already works very well for the respective 
processes, but the major difficulty is to develop a system that 
can monitor several processes with a uniform sensor setup [21].  

 
Therefore, the research is focused on the development of 

such an adaptable process monitoring system with a unique 
sensor setup. This requires multiple steps. At first, relevant 
defects and suitable measurands for their detection must be 
determined. Secondly, suitable sensors for the measurands have 
to be identified, and thirdly, suitable data processing methods 
must be developed for reliable online detection of the defects. 

An extensive literature review showed that, in general, the 
identified defects can be approximately divided into surface 
defects, such as excess weld metal, and internal defects, such as 
pores. Surface defects can be detected directly with a length 
measurement within a two-dimensional (2D) measurement 
area. A scanning optical coherence tomography (OCT) system 
could be suitable as a sensor which has already been shown in 
[22]. Internal defects can only be measured directly online with 
great effort, e.g. pores with an integrated X-ray diagnostic. 
Therefore, indirect measurements are required in this case, with 
a 2D temperature measurement being one promising 
measurand. The disadvantage with indirect measurements is 
that reference values are necessary for the detection of the 
defects. For this reason, more research is needed compared to 
the detection of the surface defects, which also includes the 
selection of a suitable sensor. Two different sensors were 
determined for the 2D temperature measurement, a 
thermographic camera and a pyrometer combined with a galvo 
scan head to move the pyrometer spot. Which one is best suited 
for the detection of internal defects will be further investigated.  
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As already mentioned, suitable data processing methods are 
essential for a reliable online monitoring system. Different 
evaluation methods are suitable for different laser processes 
[21]. Therefore, the data processing methods must also be 
adapted to the processes. Advanced evaluation methods such as 
machine learning and statistical techniques could be suitable for 
this. In particular, the combination of different methods is a 
promising approach for quality control [23] and promising for 
the use in a universal laser manufacturing node. Further 
investigations are required to develop and select appropriate 
methods. 

5. Laser-based process chains 

From the perspective of manufacturing technology, a 
universal laser manufacturing node enables the realization of 
versatile and adaptable process chains consisting of a variety of 
process combinations. From process chains using mainly 
conventional manufacturing processes like casting, forming, 
milling, or turning, it is known that technological interactions 
between processes need to be considered to derive an optimized 
process chain to achieve the desired part properties [24]. 

The laser as a manufacturing tool differs significantly from 
conventional manufacturing tools in such a way that it works 
contactless and with high energy concentrations, which are 
applied locally [25]. Because of the differences in the 
interactions between the tool and the material, the knowledge 
about the technological interactions from conventional process 
chains cannot be applied directly to laser-based process chains. 
Therefore, the resulting technological interactions between 
laser-based manufacturing processes need to be investigated. 

Technological interactions are hereby defined as the 
functional relationships between the initial state and the final 
state of the part, before and after the various processes, 
concerning part properties such as density, microstructure, 
surface quality, or deformation and the impact of these 
relationships on the process chain itself. 

To ensure that a part produced purely by a laser-based 
process chain has satisfactory mechanical and physical 
properties, three main points need to be addressed: 

• Acquiring extensive knowledge about technological 
interactions between combinations of two individual laser-
based processes. 

• Extension of the observed technological interactions to 
process chains comprising more than two consecutive 
laser-based processes. 

• Providing the collected knowledge in an accessible digital 
form which supports the derivation of laser-based process 
chains for specific parts. 

Whereas common individual laser processes like laser 
welding, laser cutting, selective laser melting (SLM), or laser 
ablation with ultra-short laser pulses are well investigated, 
combinations of laser-based manufacturing processes are only 
starting to attract attention. Research activities mainly focus on 
the following combinations:  

• Laser welding of SLM-produced parts [26] including 
comparisons with other welding processes [27] or with 
conventionally produced parts [28]. 

• Surface modification and post-processing using multiple 
laser processes, e.g. laser ablation and laser polishing [29], 
or laser heat treatment [30]. 

• Combination of laser cutting and laser welding with the 
same processing head [31]. 

An extensive literature research showed, that combinations 
of more than two laser processes or entire laser-based process 
chains have not yet been investigated thoroughly. Therefore, 
knowledge for distinct process combinations and especially for 
entire process chains must be extended. Processes which will 
be considered for possible process chains include SLM, laser 
welding, laser ablation, and laser heat treatment, as these are 
expected to enable a wide range of industrial relevant process 
combinations and process chains. 

A digital tool will be built to make the findings accessible, 
so the investigated technological interactions can be used to 
design and optimize laser-based process chains. This can be 
achieved by a standardized description of process properties 
and interfaces between different laser-based processes [32]. 

The potentials and limitations of laser-based process chains 
concerning part properties, process times, and economic 
efficiency will be evaluated, taking conventional process 
chains as a benchmark. 

In the future, this concept could also be extended to include 
parallel processes, extending the potentials of laser-based 
process chains even further [33]. 

6. Parameter prediction models 

Since every part to be manufactured might be different 
(batch-size one), also the optimum process parameters for a 
new part are not necessarily known a priori but must be 
determined anew each time. To ensure the adaptability and 
efficiency of the universal laser manufacturing node, the 
determination of the process parameters must ideally be carried 
out fast (i.e. in a short time) and with minimal effort 
(experimental and material), and should also be applicable for 
a wide range of boundary conditions.  

A model-based procedure should be used to predict the 
process parameters in order to minimize the experimental 
effort. Existing models of laser-based manufacturing processes 
include physics-based models, ranging from simple analytical 
models, e.g. describing the resulting temperature distribution in 
a laser-heated sample [34], to complex multi-physical models, 
see e.g. [35], as well as data-based models, such as machine 
learning (ML), e.g. [36]. These models usually provide a 
prediction of the processing results for a given set of process 
parameters. Finding optimized process parameters, however, 
requires the inverse problem to be solved (i.e. predicting the 
process parameters for a given set of process results), which 
usually has many possible solutions and therefore requires an 
iterative procedure. The different types of models of laser-
based processes all have some advantages and disadvantages. 
For example, analytical models typically have very short 
calculation times (in the order of seconds or below), but are 
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often restricted to specific boundary conditions, while some 
multi-physical numerical models can describe the process 
results quite accurately, see e.g. [35], at the cost of long 
calculation times (which can be up to weeks or even months 
[35]). ML models have the advantage that they can model even 
complex nonlinear relationships without the need of an explicit 
description of all involved phenomena [36], but this often 
requires a huge amount of training data [36] which can 
significantly increase the experimental effort. Moreover, ML 
models are often bad at extrapolation [37], which can limit their 
applicability to new parts. It is also worth noting, that solving 
an inverse problem directly with an ML model is usually not 
practical because ML models generally do not perform well 
when there are many possible solutions [37]. 

Therefore, the proposed approach is to use a combination of 
physics- and data-based models (also known as hybrid 
modeling [38]) to leverage the advantages of both types of 
models to allow for a fast prediction of the process parameters 
for a wide range of process and boundary conditions. Possible 
approaches for the development of such hybrid models could 
comprise the following. ML models could be used as surrogate 
models for more complex and computational intensive physics-
based models [37] to reduce the calculation times. Also, the 
accuracy of fast but simplified physics-based models could be 
improved through modeling the deviation to the actual process 
results using an ML model (a so-called “parallel approach” 
[38]). Another possible approach is to integrate physical 
knowledge directly into an ML model, by incorporating it into 
the loss function of the ML model (as e.g. in ‘physics-informed 
neural networks’ [39]), to extend the applicability of the model 
and ensure its consistency with the laws of physics. 

The investigation and evaluation of the different approaches 
and their combinations for the prediction of process parameters 
will be the subject of future work. 

7. Conclusion 

Even though the laser itself is already a quite versatile tool, 
for the development of a universal laser manufacturing node 
there is still a significant amount of research required in 
different topics. Under the considered boundary conditions, 
research needs were identified for five key research topics and 
corresponding solution concepts proposed. In the future, the 
main research focus in these research topics will be: 

• The development of a novel design of the kinematics for 
laser-based manufacturing. 

• The combination of a distributed CPPS control architecture 
with a concept for ‘on-the-fly’ reconfiguration of real-time 
networks. 

• Investigation of suitable sensors and data processing 
methods for an adaptable and reliable online quality 
monitoring system. 

• Investigation of the technological interactions in laser-
based process chains and the development of a digital tool 
to make the findings accessible. 

• Investigation of different approaches for the development 
of hybrid models for a fast prediction of process 
parameters. 

The future progress and results in these research topics will 
represent a first step towards a universal laser manufacturing 
node and contribute to its development. Realizing the vision of 
a universal laser manufacturing node will probably involve 
even more research topics than those discussed in this paper. 
Even though the focus on remote processes minimizes the 
needed auxiliary equipment, still some auxiliary equipment 
will probably be needed, e.g. for the extraction of process 
emissions, such as fume or metal vapor, from the process zone. 
The further development of such auxiliary equipment might be 
one of those further research topics. Also, extending the range 
of materials that can be processed to include not only metals 
but a wide range of different materials will probably increase 
the requirements imposed on the machine. 
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